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Falsiability (exteding Chambers et.al)

Definition (Data Sets)

Let L′ be a language with a finite number of constants and relation
symbols such that L′ ⊆ L. An L′-data set D is a finite L′-structure.
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Falsiability (exteding Chambers et.al)

Definition (Consistency of Data Sets)

A data set D is consistent with an L-structure
M = (M, (RM)R∈L, (cM)c∈L) if there is an inyective
homomorphism of D into M. We denote this by D→1−1 M.



Falsiability (exteding Chambers et.al)

Definition (Falsiability)

Let T be a class of strutures and M any L-struture.

1 M is falsified by the data set D (i.e., D falsifies M) if there is
no inyective homomorphism of D into M.

2 T is falsified by the data set D (i.e., D falsifies T) if D
falsifies M for all M ∈ T.

3 T is falsifiable if there is some data set D that falsifies T.



Falsiability (exteding Chambers et.al)

Definition (Empirical Content)

The empirical content ec(T) of theory T, is the class of all
structures M such that T is not falsified by any data set D
consistent with M.



Falsiability (exteding Chambers et.al)

Theorem (Syntactic Characterization of Empirical Content)

For every class of L-strutures T, ec(T) = {M : M |= UNCAF (T)}.



Falsiability (exteding Chambers et.al)

We provide a structural characterization that motivates
several generalizations and synthactic characterizations

Theorem

If T is axiomatizable in a logic that satisfies the compacteness
theorem then

ec(T) = {M : ∃A ∈ T,M→1−1 A} (1)
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Identification (identifying the right problem)

Definition (Data Sets)

Let L′ be a language with a finite number of constants, functions
and relation symbols such that L′ ⊆ L. An L′-data set D is a set
D = {D, (RD)R∈L′ , (f D)f ∈L′ , (cD)c∈L′} such that:

1 D is a finite non-empty set.

2 RD is an n-ary relation on D for every R n-ary relation symbol
in L′.

3 f D is an n-ary partial function on D for every f n-ary function
symbol in L′.

4 cD is an element of D for every constant symbol c in L.
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Identification (identifying the right problem)

Definition (Consistency of Data Sets)

A data set D is consistent with an L-structure
M = {M, (RM)R∈L, (f M)f ∈L, (cM)c∈L} if:

1 D ⊆ M

2 RD ⊆ RM

3 f D = f M | dom(f D) where dom(f D) is the domain of
function f D.

4 cD = cM for every constant symbol c in L′.



Identification (identifying the right problem)

Definition (Identification)

We say D identifies T over the universe D̂ ⊇ D, if for any
M = {M, (RM)R∈L, (f M)f ∈L, (cM)c∈L} and
N = {N, (RN)R∈L, (f N)f ∈L, (cN)c∈L} in T, such D̂ ⊆ M ∩ N we
have:

1 RM | D̂ = RN | D̂, for every R relation symbol in L’.

2 f M | D̂ = f N | D̂, for every f funtion symbols in L’.

3 cM = cN for every constant symbol c in L’.



Identification (identifying the right problem): Example

Consider the following theory.

A formula that expresses Walras law∀x∀x ′(I (x) = I (x ′)→ Z (x) = Z (x ′))
(2)

This theory is satisfiable: consider aggregate demand Z of a
Neoclassical economy, M = R l

++ × R ln
+ , l is the number of

commodities in the economy, n is the number of agents and:

1 Z
M

: M → M, defined by
Z (p,w) = (p,max{Z , 0}, ...,max{Z , 0}) where Z is the
excess demand function of a neoclassical exchange economy
and max{Z , 0} ≡ (max{Z1, 0}, ...,max{Zl , 0}).

2 I
M

: M → M, defined by I (p,w) = (p, p � w , ..., 0, p � w)
where p � w = (p · w1, ..., p · wn)



Identification (identifying the right problem): Example

Let T be the class of all models of φ. Now consider the
following data set.

D =
{

D,Z
D
, I

D
,P

D
, ·, 0

}
where D ⊆ M and:

1 Z
D

(p,w) = (p, 0)

2 I
D

= I
M | D

Clearly D is consistent with T. Observability of data set D
represents the partial observability of the equilibrium manifold.



Identification (identifying the right problem): Example

Consider the following universe:

D̂ = {(p̂, ŵ) ∈ M : ∃(p,w) ∈ D such that I
M

(p,w) = I
M

(p̂, ŵ)}
(3)

Then D identifies T over D̂.
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Logic of games (what to do about this?)

Motivating idea: The Logic of Rational Play in Games of
Perfect Information. Bonanno, G. 1991.

Noncooperative games literature has studied estensively how
to model the idea of rational behaviour in iunterative
enviorments.

An important result that motivtes a large literature is that not
all Nash equilibrium ae acceptable: for example because of
non credible threats.

An axiomatization of what it means to be rational is most
welcome.

Universidad de los Andes and Quantil Falsiability, Identification and Rationality



Logic of games (what to do about this?)

In my view there are three interesting ideas in this paper
(most of them not the same as to what motivates the paper).

1 I teaches how to represent n-person perfect information games
as a set of propostions in propostional logic.

2 An attempt is made to capture axiomatically, in this type of
games with a few other restrictions, the notion of rationality.

3 This is done so by avoiding modelling players beliefs.
Therefore, in a sense it provides a different and probably very
simplistic view on the question, what do we gain by modelling
agents knowledge?



Logic of games (what to do about this?)

Leading example (entry of a firm).
38 ClACOMO BONANNO

FIGURE 1.

suitable refinement of the Nash equilibrium concept.2 The central idea
of the refinement program is that if a player's strategy is to be part of
a rational solution, it must prescribe a rational choice of action in all
circumstances, including those that are ruled out by the candidate equi-
librium. Thus, the central question of the refinement program is what
constitutes rational behavior at information sets that are not reached by
the equilibrium path.

What kind of reasoning lies behind the attempt to determine "ra-
tional" choices of action at information sets that are not reached by the
equilibrium path? In discussing the game of Figure 1, Harsanyi and
Selten write:

In modern logic the problem . . . can be restated as follows: The
assumption that player II will use strategy Y is equivalent to the
conditional statement S, "If player I were to make move A, then
player II would make move Y." If this conditional statement is
interpreted as Material Implication, it will automatically become vac-
uously true whenever the stated condition (player I's making move
A) does not arise. But if statement S is interpreted as a Subjunctive
Conditional . . . it will be simply false. If player I does make move
A, then player II (assuming that he is a rational individual who
tries to maximize his payoff) would most certainly not make
move Y.

2. The following is a (possibly incomplete) list of published contributions, each proposing
a different refinement of the Nash equilibrium concept: Banks and Sobel (1987), Cho
(1987), Cho and Kreps (1987), Grossman and Perry (1986), Harsanyi and Selten (1988),
Kalai and Samet (1984), Kohlberg and Mertens (1986), Kreps and Wilson (1982a),
McLennan (1985), Myerson (1978), Okada (1981), Selten (1965, 1975), and Wu Wen-
Tsun and Jiang Jia-He (1962). There are also a number of as yet unpublished articles
where more solution concepts are put forward. For an overview of the literature see
Van Damme (1987).



Logic of games (what to do about this?)

Representing a game a perfect information game in
propostional logic.

Propostions: A (player I takes action A), X (player II takes
action X), B (player I takes action B), Y (player II takes
action Y), πi = t (players i payoff is t, t ∈ mathcalR).



Logic of games (what to do about this?)

Representing the game in propositional logic.

THE LOGIC OF RATIONAL PLAY 41

DEFINITION OF RATIONAL SOLUTION

Given an extensive game G, we shall denote by T a formula (a con-
junction of propositions) that gives a complete description of the game-
tree. An example will be useful. Consider again the game of Figure 1.
Let the following symbols have the following interpretation:

A: "player I takes action A";
X: "player II takes action X";
6: "player I takes action B";
Y: "player II takes action Y";
(TT, = t): "player i's payoff is t" (i = I, II; t £ R).

The description of the game of Figure 1, denoted by F1, is given by the
conjunction of the following propositions.5

(H) AyB

(H) i/tAB)

(H) iXAY)

(H) B => ((TT, = 0) A (TT,, = 2))

(H) X => ((TT, = 1) A (TT,, = 1))

(H) Y=>((TT, = - D A K = -1) )

(F|) and (H) say that player I must take one and only one of the two
actions A and B. (H) says that player II must take one of the two actions
X and Y if and only if player I takes action A. (T\) says that player II
can take only one of those two actions. (rjHrj) describe the payoffs.

5. The symbols "--," "A," "\j," ":£>," and " o " read- "not," "and," "or," "implies," "if
and only if," respectively. The symbol "=>" denotes material implication; thus (P =>
Q) is equivalent to (->P V Q)- Throughout this article the superscript of V will denote
the number of the figure that illustrates the game. Thus, for example, V1" is the formula
that describes the game illustrated in Figure 2a.



Logic of games (what to do about this?)

Stratgies:
1 Player I: (A ∨ B)⇒ A, (A ∨ B)⇒ B
2 Player II: (X ∨ Y )⇒ X , (X ∨ Y )⇒ Y

Strategy profiles are conjnctions f such formulas.



Logic of games (what to do about this?)

Rational solution.

Let Ri be the propostion i is rational.

A strategy profile S is a rational solution of the game
described by previous set of propositions Γ iff:

Γ ∧ R1 ∧ R2 ` S (4)



Logic of games (what to do about this?)

Charcaterizing rationality.

Let Ai ,h player i takes action h.

πi ≥ t (players i payoff is at least t).

πi ≤ t (players i payoff is at most t).



Logic of games (what to do about this?)

46 ClACOMO BONANNO

Since the following formula (known as the "paradox of material impli-
cation") is a tautology: -C ^> (C => TT| = 15), we can conclude (using the
fact that Y2b A R, =£> -*C is a theorem) that the following is a theorem:

T2b A R, >̂ (A V C V D) A (D => IT, = 2)

A (C 4> i;, = 15) A (2 < 15)

and applying the axiom scheme or rule of inference we obtain:
[F2b A Rt k> (D => -R,)], which is equivalent to

P " A R, ^> -D.

But the conjunction of (T2b A R, =̂> D) and (F2* A R, i> -D) is equivalent
tO - (P* A R,).

We shall therefore use a weaker version of this axiom, which rules
out circular arguments.

DEFINITION OF PLAYER-i-ADMISSIBLE HYPOTHESIS. A for-
mula of the form

F A (A,! V An V • • • V Am), or (7a)

r A Rk A ( A , V Aa V . . . V A J
{for some or all k E {I, . . . , n}\{i}) (7b)

w/iere F is the description of the game-tree, Rk is the proposition "player k
is rational" (with k ^ i), and Alh has the usual meaning ("player i takes
action Ah," h = 1, . . . , m; m > 1).

Thus, a player-i-admissible hypothesis, H,, is a proposition of the form:
the game-tree is as described by F, player i has to choose among actions
Ai/ • • • / Am and (possibly) the other players are rational. Since we want
to be able to say what choices would be irrational for i in the situation
expressed by the hypothesis H,, we should not include in this hypothesis
the proposition "player i is rational."

Rule of inference of individual rationality (NERD):10 If

H, ^> [(An V Aa V • • • V Am)

A {At, => ir, ^ a) A (A,k => TT, > p) A (a < (3)] (8)

is a theorem, then the following is a theorem

H, => [A; 4> -R,] (9)

10. NERD stands for Necessary Element of a Rationality Definition: we believe that the
above rule of inference is very weak, and it is hard to think of a definition of individual
rationality that would not contain or imply it.
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Logic of games (what to do about this?)

Each formula i the proof cannot contain Ri .

Rationality characterizes choice in decision theory (one player,
finite information games with a unique solution).

Al rational solutions are equivalent (same play, same
outcome).

For nonrecursive games if there is a unique SPE it is rational.
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